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3D symmetric sampling of sparse acquisition geometries

Gijs J. O. Vermeer1

1959; White, 1960; Thomsen, 1999.兲 As a consequence, the properties of the receiver gather 共a collection of many different physical experiments兲 are the same as the properties of the common shot gather
共a single physical experiment兲. This leads to the requirement that the
shots in the receiver gather should be sampled in the same way as the
receivers in the shot gather: symmetric sampling of shots and receivers.
The extension of 2D symmetric sampling to 3D is straightforward
insofar as 3D receiver gathers and 3D shot gathers are concerned:
The sampling requirements of the shots in a 3D receiver gather are
the same as of the receivers in a 3D shot gather. However, only in the
full 3D geometry with shots and receivers sampled in a regular and
dense 共x,y兲 grid will there be fully sampled 3D shot gathers and fully
sampled 3D receiver gathers. Only in very rare cases has full 3D
been acquired; in most practical cases sparse acquisition geometries
are acquired in which at least one, but usually two, spatial coordinates are sampled sparsely. Vermeer 共1994, 1998a, 2002兲 discussed
how to extend 2D symmetric sampling to the sampling of sparse 3D
geometries.
The objective of this paper is to revisit various subjects discussed
in Vermeer 共2002兲 in the light of technological developments over
the past 10 years; writing this paper also offers the opportunity to
fine-tune some of the insights and recommendations discussed in
2002.
I discuss in some detail: 共1兲 A review of 3D symmetric sampling
of most common geometries, 共2兲 processing with offset-vector tile
共OVT兲 gathers, 共3兲 single-point 共single sensor and single source兲 acquisition versus array-based acquisition on land, 共4兲 are hybrid geometries 共geometries with three rather densely sampled spatial coordinates兲 the best way of reducing sparsity?, 共5兲 wide-azimuth towed
streamer acquisition with parallel or zigzag geometry, and 共6兲 the design of single-coil geometry. Some remarks are made about simultaneous shooting and random sampling.

ABSTRACT
3D symmetric sampling introduced in the 1990s is characterized by dense sampling of two of the four spatial coordinates. The two sparsely sampled coordinates determine the
periodicity of the geometry and the dimension of the offsetvector tiles that can be used to generate pseudocommon-offset-vector gathers. These gathers turn out to be useful for
prestack processing applications, such as regularization, migration velocity analysis, and azimuthal anisotropy analysis.
Although single-point acquisition is the ideal acquisition
method, it is not necessarily better than array-based acquisition. Field arrays are still useful in suppressing noise and
need not harm signal in most practical cases. In hybrid geometries three spatial coordinates are sampled densely. In all
published cases at least two of the three are sampled quite
coarsely and may not provide the best quality for the given
trace density. Coil geometry 共sailing in circles兲 is a special
case of wide-azimuth towed streamer acquisition. It is essentially a random geometry that should be modifiable into a geometry with regularly sampled midpoints, absolute offsets
and azimuths. Despite recent technological developments,
the basic idea of 3D symmetric sampling still is a highly useful principle for the design of land and marine 3D seismic
surveys.

INTRODUCTION
Symmetric sampling of the seismic wavefield was introduced for
2D lines in Vermeer 共1990兲. The concept is based on a corollary of
the reciprocity theorem, which states that the shot gather acquired
with the shot at a point P is identical to the receiver gather with the receiver at point P, provided the receivers of the shot gather are replaced by shots in the receiver gather. The validity of the reciprocity
theorem is much wider than often assumed; it applies to point sources and point receivers in any elastic medium, be it homogeneous or
inhomogeneous, isotropic or anisotropic, 共Knopoff and Gangi,

REVIEW OF 3D SYMMETRIC SAMPLING OF
COMMON SPARSE GEOMETRIES
The most common 3D acquisition geometries are parallel, orthogonal, and areal. Parallel and orthogonal geometries are examples of
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line geometries, in which sources and receivers are sampled densely
along the respective acquisition lines, whereas the line intervals correspond to the sparsely sampled coordinates. In parallel geometry,
the source and receiver lines are parallel to each other, whereas in orthogonal geometry, source and receiver lines are orthogonal to each
other. There are two types of areal geometry. In type 1 the sources are
densely sampled in x and y, whereas the receivers are coarsely sampled in x and y; in type 2 the receivers are densely sampled in x and y
and the sources are coarsely sampled in x and y. Type 1 areal geometry sometimes is called node geometry.
Each geometry is 共partially兲 characterized by its basic subset. In
the line geometries, the basic subset consists of the combination of
all data corresponding to one shot line and one receiver line; i.e., in
parallel geometry the basic subset is a midpoint line 共the locus of all
midpoints that share the same shot line and the same receiver line兲,
whereas in orthogonal geometry the basic subset is the cross-spread
共data set with shot line orthogonal to receiver line兲. In areal geometry
type 1, the basic subset is the 3D receiver gather, whereas in areal geometry type 2, the basic subset is the 3D shot gather.
A common feature of these basic subsets is that two of the spatial
coordinates are fixed, whereas the other two are densely sampled.
Therefore, a common factor in defining 3D symmetric sampling for
the three types of geometries is the requirement of proper sampling
of the basic subsets of the geometries. Proper sampling is defined as
the ability to reconstruct faithfully the underlying continuous wavefield. In array-based acquisition geometries, proper sampling of the
desired wavefield also is considered acceptable in 3D symmetric
sampling 共see below兲. Proper sampling of the basic subsets implies
proper sampling of two of the four spatial coordinates. The other two
coordinates will be sampled sparsely, in general.
For each of the three main acquisition geometries, the sampling
requirements of the basic subsets have to be supplemented with additional requirements for complete 3D symmetric sampling. In parallel geometry, the additional requirement is to achieve square bins;
this is tantamount to a distance between the midpoint lines
共⳱ crossline bin size兲 that is equal to one half of the shot and receiver station intervals. In marine streamer acquisition, 3D symmetric
sampling never is achieved because the shot interval always is larger
than the receiver station interval. The receiver station interval usually is 12.5 m in modern streamers 共or 3.125 m in Q-Marine兲, whereas
the interval between shots tends to be at least 18.75 m 共larger if more
than one source is used or when recording time is long兲. In marine
streamer acquisition, it always is a struggle to get the crossline bin
size down to reasonably small values, such as 12.5 m; however, with
50 m between streamers and using two sources, 12.5-m crossline
bin size can be achieved, and many surveys have been acquired with
these better parameters. It should be possible to acquire parallel geometry on land with 3D symmetric sampling, but often the crossline
bin size is chosen larger than the inline bin size.
Orthogonal geometry can be characterized by three pairs of parameters: shot and receiver station intervals, shot and receiver line
intervals, and maximum inline and crossline offsets. These pairs determine bin size, unit cell and midpoint area of cross-spread. The aspect ratios of these pairs are crossline bin size/inline bin size, receiver line interval/shot line interval, and maximum crossline offset/
maximum inline offset. 3D symmetric sampling of orthogonal geometry requires that all three aspect ratios of the geometry are equal
to one because in that way inline and crossline direction are treated
in the same way.
This implies a wide acquisition geometry. 3D symmetric sam-

pling also requires the geometry to be regular; that means that all
cross-spreads of the geometry have same-size midpoint areas and inline and crossline symmetry with respect to the intersection of shot
line and receiver line 共center-spread acquisition for shots and receivers兲. With large channel capacities available, no longer is it problematic to acquire orthogonal geometry with 3D symmetric sampling
parameters. A beautiful example of this kind of acquisition is described in Girard et al. 共2007兲. They use 25-m station intervals, 200
-m line intervals and 3000-m maximum offsets. Instead of laying out
the nominally required 30 receiver lines with length 6000 m, a super-spread of 33 lines with length 9000 m is used for more efficient
acquisition. This led to the acquisition of excess traces, which were
not stored on disk.
Areal geometry could be sampled in a way similar to orthogonal
geometry. For instance, for type 1 areal geometry the shot station interval can be small in x and y, the receiver grid interval would be
large in x and y, and the maximum offsets might be the same in x and
y. This again would lead to three aspect ratios — station interval,
grid interval and midpoint range of 3D receiver. A geometry equivalent to the example orthogonal geometry of the previous paragraph
would consist of 25-m shot sampling intervals in x and y, 200-m grid
intervals in x and y, and 3000-m maximum offsets in x and y. However, a better alternative is to use hexagonal sampling of areal geometry. In that case, the midpoint area of a 3D receiver gather has a hexagonal shape so that the ideal of circular symmetry in 共x,y兲 will be
approximated more closely, as compared to the square shape of a
cross-spread in symmetrically sampled orthogonal geometry.

Sparsity
An important characteristic of all geometries is their degree of
sparsity. In orthogonal geometry this is determined by the sampling
of the shots in the inline direction — the shot-line interval 共SLI兲, and
by the sampling of the receivers in the crossline direction, the receiver-line interval 共RLI兲. The larger the line intervals, the greater the
sparsity of the geometry. For a regular geometry, SLI and RLI determine the periodicity of the geometry in the inline and crossline directions, respectively. The area of the unit cell is equal to SLI * RLI.
Each unit-cell-sized area in the midpoint area of a cross-spread has a
limited range of offsets and azimuths and is called an offset-vector
tile 共OVT, Figure 1兲. OVT gathers are comprised of corresponding
OVTs taken from the cross-spreads in the geometry; these gathers
are the single-fold gathers in orthogonal geometry that are nearest to
true common offset-vector 共COV兲 gathers. Therefore, these OVT
gathers also could be called pseudoCOV gathers. Other authors call
them COV gathers or COV cubes 共Cary, 1999b; Lecerf et al., 2009兲.
Figure 2 illustrates four OVT gathers taken from a 64-fold geometry.
The smaller the line intervals, the closer the geometry is to a full 3D
geometry and the closer each OVT gather is to a COV gather.
Note that continuous coverage of an OVT gather requires that the
corresponding tile is present in all cross-spreads of the geometry. In a
geometry in which not all cross-spreads have the same configuration, some OVT gathers are not complete, and this will lead to potentially serious artifacts in prestack migration of these gathers. Therefore, for optimal prestack migration, the geometry should be regular.
In type 1 areal geometry, the sparsity is determined by the dimensions of the grid cell of the receiver layout 共square or hexagonal兲.
Similarly, OVT gathers in this geometry are composed of tiles with
the dimensions of the grid cell.
In parallel geometry as recorded in marine streamer acquisition —
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Figure 1. Cross-spread in 64-fold geometry with its 64 unit-cellsized areas called offset-vector tiles 共OVTs兲. The offset vectors in
each OVT have a limited range. The four OVTs in black 共with positive inline and crossline offsets兲 have been selected to generate the
OVT gathers shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Taking the corresponding tiles from all cross-spreads in
this 64-fold orthogonal geometry 共shot lines vertical, receiver lines
horizontal兲 produces OVT gathers 共in orange兲 for the four black
OVTs in Figure 1. The black square outlines the full-fold area of the
geometry.

Reciprocal OVT gathers
Usually, in orthogonal and areal geometry there are shot-receiver
azimuths in all four quadrants. This does not lead to reciprocal traces, provided shots and receivers do not occupy the same surface locations. In fact, acquiring data in reciprocal quadrants mitigates the
effect of sparsity 共see below兲.
OVTs in a cross-spread located in opposite quadrants that have the
same range of absolute inline and crossline offsets might be called
reciprocal OVTs 共Vermeer, 2007兲. Figure 3 illustrates reciprocal
OVTs. In Figure 3b, the overlapping OVTs do not have reciprocal
traces, unless there would be a shot and a receiver at the centers of the
two crosses. Instead, the traces of these OVT pairs illuminate the
subsurface in a slightly different way. The net result is that reciprocal
OVT gathers complement each other’s illumination 共see Vermeer,
2002, Chapter 10兲 and hence mitigate sparsity effects.
Reciprocal OVTs for areal geometry are illustrated in Figure 4.
Now the difference in illumination by the two reciprocal OVTs depends on which cluster of shots — area 1 or area 3 for the illustrated
OVTs — is shooting downdip or updip.
In parallel geometry, reciprocal OVTs will be acquired with center-spread acquisition 共on land兲 or in some wide-azimuth towed
streamer configurations. To mitigate the effect of large crossline
rolls in narrow marine streamer acquisition, it has been proposed to
use antiparallel acquisition 共Vermeer, 1997兲. However, it would be
much better to shoot every line in opposite directions, thus simulating center-spread acquisition. This is illustrated in Figure 5, which
shows horizon slices for parallel sailing, antiparallel sailing and center-spread acquisition. Although antiparallel acquisition reduces migration artifacts, center-spread acquisition reduces the acquisition
footprint much more because it includes reciprocal OVTs.
An alternative to covering each sail line twice is to deploy a
source-only vessel directly behind the streamers of the streamer vessel. This would not increase acquisition time, but would add a source
vessel to the total cost. The two or more sources could take turns in
shooting, but also could be fired simultaneously. This technique of
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Crossline
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swath. Therefore, the sparsity of this geometry usually is much larger in the crossline direction — in the order of 500 m — than in the inline direction — in the order of 20 to 40 m. The corresponding
OVTs have the same spatial dimensions: very narrow in inline direction and very long in crossline direction.

Crossline

narrow or wide — the periodicity of the geometry in the inline direction is determined by the shot-point interval for each midpoint line
共this is equal to the shooting interval of the individual source arrays兲.
The periodicity in the crossline direction is formed by the interval
between the shot lines of the geometry 共for configurations with more
than one source array: the interval between sail lines, i.e., crossline
roll兲. In narrow-azimuth streamer acquisition, the crossline fold usually is one, and the crossline roll equals half the width of the streamer
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Figure 3. Reciprocal OVTs in 64-fold orthogonal geometry 共shot
lines red, receiver lines blue兲, 共a兲 in cross-spread. The red arrows indicate the average offset vector for the two tiles. 共b兲 Overlapping
midpoint area of tiles. Note that contributing shots and receivers
form two crosses at the endpoints of the red offset vector.
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The industry was slow to adopt the idea of using OVT gathers.
Even the highly informative paper by Gesbert 共2002兲 did not lead to
widespread followup. Only since 2008, after Cary and Li 共2005兲 presented a paper on regularization using pseudoCOV gathers, and Vermeer 共2005兲 made another plea for OVT-based processing, have
many other papers on OVT-gather processing been published. Most
of those papers deal with azimuthal anisotropy and in particular with
azimuthal velocity analysis in various degrees of sophistication
共Calvert et al., 2008; Bowling et al., 2009; Lecerf et al., 2009; Plasterie et al., 2009兲. Plasterie et al. 共2009兲, obtain better shallow images
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The idea to sort orthogonal geometry data into pseudoCOV gathers and to use them for better prestack migration techniques was
thought of independently and almost simultaneously by Vermeer
共1998b兲 and Cary 共1999a; 1999b兲. Implicitly, Starr’s patent 共2000兲
also describes the creation and migration of OVT gathers. The patent
introduced the sorting of the data inside a bin into inline and
crossline offset based on investigation of spider diagrams. The aim
of the method was to allow AVO analysis of orthogonal geometry
ocean-bottom cable 共OBC兲 data. In Petroleum Geo-Services 共PGS兲,
Starr’s method is known as common Cartesian offset binning
共CCOB兲.
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adding a second vessel with one or two extra sources was patented
by Beasley and Chambers 共1999兲, precisely in an attempt to overcome the illumination irregularities caused by the large sparsity in
the crossline direction. According to Beasley 共2008兲, the industry
did not pick up the idea because of the economic downturn. Moreover, the more accessible presentation on simultaneous sources by
Beasley et al. 共1998兲, involved a 2D line only; the better illumination
for 3D data was not demonstrated and not argued in that paper. With
increased confidence that data acquired using simultaneous sources
can be separated, this technique might be adopted in the near future.
It might turn out that for some areas, center-spread streamer acquisition will obviate the need for the more expensive multiazimuth acquisition. On the other hand, there is no doubt that multiazimuth acquisition would also benefit from an extra source vessel behind the
streamer swath.
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Figure 4. Reciprocal OVTs in Type 1 areal geometry. Each blue circle represents a receiver unit. The whole area is filled with a dense
grid of shots. The dark green square represents the area of all shots
recorded by receiver 1. The brown square represents the corresponding midpoint area. The shots in area 2 and the shots in area 3 recorded
in receiver 1 create a pair of reciprocal OVTs 共the small purple
squares兲. These light green shot areas are four times as large as the
unit cell 共grid cell兲 of this geometry. The shots in light green area 1
being recorded by receiver 3 create an OVT with the same midpoint
area as the OVT created by the shots in light green area 3 recorded by
receiver 1.
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Figure 5. Horizon amplitude slices of migrated pseudoCOV gathers
in two sources/eight streamers configuration. The input gathers have
a regular midpoint grid of 25⫻ 25 m and have inline offsets of 2350
and 2400 m. Reflector dip is 15°. 共a兲 Shooting downdip, parallel acquisition, 共b兲 antiparallel shooting, 共c兲 center-spread acquisition
with use of reciprocal pseudoCOV gathers.
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with OVT processing than with absolute offset processing. Figure 6
illustrates azimuthal NMO behavior of a common image gather as
discussed in Lecerf et al. 共2009兲. Some papers include azimuthal attribute analysis for reservoir characterization 共Boelle et al., 2009;
Schapper et al., 2009兲. Poole et al. 共2009兲 is a very instructive paper
on the regularization of data using pseudoCOV gathers.

SINGLE-POINT ACQUISITION VERSUS ARRAYBASED ACQUISITION ON LAND
Effect of arrays on signal
Proponents of single-sensor and single-source acquisition often
spell the big disadvantages of using field arrays 共Tessman et al.,
2004; Ait-Messaoud et al., 2005兲. Because acquiring seismic data
with field arrays is a requisite to compensate for coarse sampling, it
is geophysically more attractive to acquire single-sensor and singlesource data without aliasing of the noise. Yet the disadvantages of arrays can be overemphasized as well, and that is what tends to happen. Therefore, it is useful to try and put things into perspective.
The negative effects of arrays on signal are suppression of high
frequencies by intraarray statics, and by using too long arrays, and
azimuthal effects. The following deals with the first two of these
points 共azimuthal effects on signal are not really important, provided
short arrays are used兲.
In certain areas, intraarray statics can be the most important
source of signal distortion by arrays. The larger the statics between
the array elements, the more degradation of signal takes place; the
degradation is most serious for the high frequencies. This is illustrat-
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ed in Figure 7, where loss of amplitude in dB is plotted against the
standard deviation in the static shifts across the array. Apart from the
statics, the computation assumed that the signal arrives at all array
elements at the same time, i.e., the computed effects are independent
of array length. For a standard deviation of only 2.5 ms, there already is an 8 dB loss in amplitude for 80 Hz.
Intraarray statics tend to be most serious in areas with strong elevation differences. There the best solution would be to locally adapt
the station interval and corresponding array length; unfortunately,
most recording instruments do not allow a variable number of receiver stations in the spread. A feasible solution would be to preselect the number of receivers in a spread larger than the number required for the nominal geometry. Shot station intervals might be
halved easily and the corresponding shots can be labeled A and B.
Only in areas with severe statics everywhere is it necessary to use
single-sensor acquisition. A nice example with strong static variations resulting from permafrost variations is discussed in Strobbia et
al. 共2009兲. Figure 8 is taken from their paper and provides a convincing argument in favor of single-sensor acquisition in areas with large
and rapidly varying statics.
To investigate the effect of array length on signal, I have computed the 2D array response for a 12-element linear equidistant array for
various values of f⌬r / Vint, where f is frequency, ⌬r is array length
共or station interval, see below兲, and Vint is interval velocity by replacing 共apparent兲 wavenumber k by f sin i / Vint, where i is the reflection
angle 共assuming horizontal layering兲. The result is shown in Figure
9. If the station interval is chosen according to the formula ⌬r
⳱ Vint / 共2f max sin  兲 共a commonly used equation for sampling interval, where f max is the maximum frequency in the recorded data兲, and
the angle  is chosen to be 30°, then f max ⌬r / Vint ⳱ 1. The corresponding 共dashed兲 curve shows that the maximum frequency would
be suppressed nearly 12 dB for a reflection angle of 50°. The dominant frequency, if taken to be f max / 2, would be suppressed less than
3 dB at 50°. This shows that for this choice of station interval the array effect is relatively small, although not negligible. For AVO analysis up to 30° the effect is negligible.
However, station intervals often are chosen much larger than according to the above formula; especially for small dips,  tends to be
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Figure 6. Common-image gather 共CIG兲 with increasing azimuth
within each offset range 共500 ms time window兲. 共a兲 Before azimuthal residual moveout, 共b兲 after azimuthal residual moveout using parabolic elliptical model 共from Lecerf et al., 2009兲.

Figure 7. Effect of intraarray statics on frequency content of signal.
These curves were computed for a linear distribution of statics 共constant slope case兲; the average of many random statics drawn from a
uniform distribution produced very similar curves. D.J. Monk 共personal communication, 2010兲 derived a formula for a normal distribution of statics and found slightly different results with the same
message.
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chosen smaller than 30°. Even a 50% larger station interval
共 f⌬r / Vint ⳱ 1.5兲 produces a dramatic loss of high frequencies. This
analysis emphasizes the dangerous effect arrays could have on signal amplitude. It strongly underlines the necessity of choosing
smaller than usual station intervals. However, if the station spacing
is selected smaller than the sampling interval required for alias-free
sampling of the prestack data of interest, then the effect of the array
on signal is negligible.

Effect of arrays on noise
The array response p共k兲 of a linear array 共array elements arranged
along a straight line兲 is given as
N

p共k兲 ⳱ 兺 w j exp共2 ikx j兲
j⳱1

冒兺
N

w j,

共1兲

j⳱1

where N is the number of elements in the array, w j and x j are the
weight factor and location of element j, and k is wavenumber. If the
array elements are equidistant with distance d, and the weight factors
all are equal, the response simplifies to

p共k兲 ⳱

sin共N kd兲
.
N sin共 kd兲

共2兲

Ongkiehong and Askin 共1988兲 and Vermeer 共1990兲 discussed that
the array length 共 ⳱ Nd兲 should be equal to the station interval, even
though the first notch of the array response would appear at k
⳱ 1 / 共Nd兲 ⳱ 2kN. Ideally, the response of an array should be equal to
that of a spatial antialias filter as can be applied digitally in processing in case of single-sensor recording. Such a filter would have a
passband for k ⬍ kN and a reject band for k ⬎ kN. A field array also is
meant to be an antialias filter, but its response is not flat for k ⬍ kN
and there are serious side lobes for k ⬎ 2kN.
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Figure 10 illustrates that the amount of noise that can be removed
by the combination of field array and velocity filtering could be satisfactory after all. The figure is made for array length⳱ station
interval⳱ 25 m, i.e., kN ⳱ 0.02 mⳮ1. Signal is present in the lightbrown area in the f-k domain. There is no aliasing of signal, but various types of noise are aliased. The Rayleigh wave with velocity
600 m / s is aliased above 12 Hz, the refracted S-waves 共first arrivals
of S兲 at 33 Hz, and the refracted P 共noise following first arrivals兲 at
60 Hz. All aliased noise is wrapped around to 共ⳮkN,kN兲. The figure
also shows the response of the field array with length equal to the station interval. This response shows that much of the noise that wraps
onto the area around k ⳱ 0 is removed by the array. Noise in the side
lobes is wrapped back to the areas around k ⳱ Ⳳ0.02 mⳮ1. Therefore, much of this aliased noise and most nonaliased noise can be
suppressed by velocity filtering.
Similar conclusions already were reached in the classic paper by
Ongkiehong and Askin 共1988兲, but tend to be forgotten in the light of
the ideal of single-sensor acquisition.
Figure 10 was made for an area where the largest apparent velocity of the signal is quite large 共6000 m / s兲. For areas with smaller apparent velocities, the triangular signal area expands to larger wavenumbers. The general message of this figure remains that the noise,
aliased or not, that does not overlap with the signal might be suppressed by the combination of field array and velocity filtering.
The above discussion deals with a linear array that is effective in
one direction only. Similar arguments apply to the combination of
two linear arrays — receiver array and shot array — in orthogonal
geometry. An exception is scattered noise; this noise requires areal
geophone and/or areal shot arrays for best suppression.
Summarizing this section, I assert that although single-point acquisition is the geophysically ideal technique, in many cases arraybased acquisition will deliver comparable quality, provided the array
lengths are chosen equal to the station intervals and the station intervals are chosen small enough to prevent aliasing of the desired signal. Only in areas with large and rapidly varying statics, or in case really high frequencies 共⬎110 Hz兲 are required 共Baeten and van der
Heijden, 2008兲, is single-point acquisition called for. In all other situations, it is more a matter of cost in deciding which way of acquiring 3D seismic data would be preferable.
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REDUCE SPARSITY?
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Figure 8. Comparison array-based acquisition with single-sensor acquisition in Arctic. 共a兲 Stack based on simulated 20-m array, 共b兲
stack based on single-sensors with 5-m interval. The big difference
between the two results is caused by the large and rapidly varying
statics in the survey area 共after Strobbia et al., 2009兲.

A hybrid geometry can be considered a combination of orthogonal, areal and parallel geometries. For instance, using dense inline
sampling of the receivers of an areal geometry 共seabed cable used
with dense receiver stations兲 turns the areal geometry into a hybrid
geometry. A properly sampled hybrid geometry would have three
properly sampled basic subsets: the midpoint line 共parallel geometry兲, the cross-spread 共orthogonal geometry兲, and the 3D receiver
共areal geometry兲. Typically, hybrid geometry has three densely sampled spatial coordinates and one sparsely sampled spatial coordinate. In all examples known to me, the crossline receiver coordinate
is the sparse one.
The first hybrid geometry was a 4C OBC survey acquired by Statoil over the Statfjord field 共Rognø et al., 1999兲. Other hybrid OBC
surveys are reported for the Caspian Sea Azeri and Gunashli fields in
Bouska and Johnston 共2005兲, and for the North Sea Hild field in Vaxelaire et al. 共2007兲. Hybrid geometry also was acquired in the Life of
Field Seismic 共LoFS兲 across Valhall in the North Sea 共Kommedal et
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al., 2004; Nolte et al., 2004兲. Hybrid geometry has even been acquired on land in Oman 共Bouska, 2009; 2010; Sambell et al., 2010兲.
Table 1 lists the receiver and source sampling intervals used in these
acquisitions. Indeed, in all surveys the crossline receiver interval is
the most sparsely sampled coordinate. However, all of these geometries use rather poorly sampled 3D receiver gathers as the source
sampling is at least 50⫻ 50 m.
With 50-m sampling, the maximum unaliased frequency in waterborne noise with apparent velocity 1500 m / s will be 15 Hz; hence,
this noise will be difficult to remove because it is heavily aliased.
Boelle et al. 共2008兲 report on linear noise filtering in the  -px-py domain that had to be carried out to remove the water wave from the
Hild data. Noise suppression in these hybrid geometry data mostly is
the result of high fold levels rather than being enabled by adequate
sampling.
The main reason to use hybrid geometry is to acquire 3D receiver
gathers, which are desirable for wave-equation migration. However,
if these data sets are not properly sampled, the results will not be optimal. For noise suppression as well as for resolution, sampling at 25
⫻ 25 m would be much better, but would require four times as many
shots. Alternatively, instead of using the sources in a 50⫻ 50 m grid,
they also might be used in a 100⫻ 25 m grid with the same number
of shots, but now arranged for a properly sampled orthogonal geomf ∆r / Vint
0.25
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Figure 9. Effect of linear array on signal in 2D as function of reflection angle for various constant f⌬r / Vint values 共f is frequency, ⌬r is
array length, Vint is interval velocity兲. Increment in f⌬r / Vint between
the curves is 0.25.
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etry with properly sampled cross-spreads. The question is: Which is
better, one properly sampled cross-spread or four poorly sampled 3D
receiver gathers? The corresponding data sets would have the same
trace density, but the hybrid geometry would not benefit as much
from prestack noise removal as would the properly sampled orthogonal geometry.
This reasoning applies with extra force to land data such as was
acquired in Oman, because there is more noise and the noise has lower velocities. An interesting alternative to a properly sampled orthogonal geometry is a properly sampled areal geometry, listed as
Oman 3DSS in Table 1. In this geometry, the 3D receivers still are
rather coarsely sampled at 25⫻ 25 m shot intervals, but this can be
compensated by using 25⫻ 25 m areal receiver arrays at the 200
⫻ 200 m receiver locations. The limited number of receiver stations
allows laying out a vast area with receiver arrays, so that Bouska’s
“distance-separated simultaneous sweeping” technique 共Bouska,
2010兲 can be used with a large degree of simultaneousness.

WIDE-AZIMUTH TOWED STREAMER
ACQUISITION WITH PARALLEL OR ZIGZAG
GEOMETRY
In wide-azimuth towed streamer acquisition 共WATS兲, the
crossline fold is larger than one, but the periodicity in the crossline
direction still is determined by the distance between the shot lines.
Often four or more sources are used in these configurations, leading
to relatively large inline intervals between the shot points of the
same source, so that the dimension of the OVTs in the inline direction is in the order of 150 m; yet, this interval still is much smaller
than the commonly used crossline rolls. A detailed discussion of
wide-azimuth acquisition geometries is given in Vermeer 共2009兲.
The main message of that paper is that all conventional WATS acquisitions are characterized by cutting corners in attempts to keep the
cost of these surveys reasonable. Those WATS geometries attempt
implicitly to acquire 3D shot gathers, i.e., are some form of areal geometry and could be called areal WATS.
Usually, a major weakness in the quality of areal WATS is the
sparsity in the crossline direction. Another factor is that reciprocal
OVT gathers 共mitigating sparsity兲 often are not acquired. Another
weakness is that most geometries are not wide according to land data
acquisition standards.
There are two potential solutions that will increase efficiency and
quality. The first is to use eight sources instead of the commonly used
four. This would increase the inline source sampling interval for
Gulf of Mexico surveys to 300 m, and would allow a similar

Reflections
kN
Linear array

Table 1. Receiver and source sampling intervals (m) used in
various hybrid geometries (and one areal geometry)
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Figure 10. Folding of various types of low-velocity noise onto signal
zone around k ⳱ 0 共light-brown triangle兲. Station interval is 25 m,
with kN ⳱ 0.02 mⳮ1. The right-hand vertical axis applies to the response of the 25-m linear array in blue. The first notch of this array at
k ⳱ 0.04 mⳮ1 suppresses noise energy that folds back onto k ⳱ 0
共from right oval to left oval兲. Aliased and nonaliased noise in the
light-blue area could be removed by velocity filtering. The apparent
velocities are: Rayleigh 600 m / s, refracted S 1650 m / s, refracted P
3000 m / s, and reflections 6000 m / s.
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crossline source sampling interval, thus achieving square offset-vector tiles. Simultaneous sources in areal WATS would decrease the inline sampling interval, but would not address the larger problem of
the coarse crossline source sampling intervals. The second suggestion is to use a zigzag geometry 共zigzag WATS兲, with as many as
three source vessels using simultaneous sources; one of the vessels
has to cross the streamer swath. For further details the reader is referred to Vermeer 共2009兲.

THE DESIGN OF SINGLE-COIL GEOMETRY
The coil shooting technique was introduced by Moldoveanu
共2008兲. It is a revival of the circle shooting technique tried in the
1980s 共French, 1984; Cole and French, 1985兲. This technique had
two main objectives 共French, 1984兲. One main objective was to create controlled feathering, instead of the uncontrollable random
feathering that made 3D marine data acquisition using a single
streamer very problematic. The other main objective was to do away
with the loss of time involved with line turns.
The objective of coil shooting is to cover a large area with a complete range of azimuths. It’s called “coil shooting” because the sail
path of the source looks like a coil. At the time of writing, a few tests
of this geometry have been acquired. Moldoveanu et al. 共2008兲, and
Ross 共2008兲 describe one test; Houbiers et al. 共2009兲 describe a test
offshore Norway. One true coil survey has been acquired in Indonesia 共Buia et al., 2009a, 2009b; Tozzi et al., 2009兲. Coil survey design
is described in Hill et al. 共2009兲, and in Hill 共2009兲. A coil shooting
technique with two streamer vessels and two source vessels has been
proposed as well 共Moldoveanu and Kapoor, 2009兲. With this technique, even longer offsets can be acquired for all azimuths.
The beauty of the coil shooting technique is that it does not lose
time on line turns; moreover, it acquires long offsets for all azimuths.
Yet there are some downsides. Figure 11, adapted from Hill 共2009兲,
illustrates the typical coverage that can be obtained with a coil geometry. In the “full-fold” area of this geometry, fold is highly variable.
This geometry has a periodicity in x and y, corresponding to the xand y-increment of the circle centers 共typically in the order of
1000–1500 m兲. In the example of Figure 11, the circle centers are
staggered, as can be seen from the periodic pattern in the full-fold
area. It should be realized that the pattern of the fold plot in Figure 11
becomes much more erratic when feathering is taken into account.
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Fold in this geometry has to be measured in some square bin, because in streamer acquisition the crossline bin size always differs
from the inline bin size, and in this geometry the inline direction
keeps varying. Average fold in the full-fold area could be computed
from Foldav ⳱ number of shots along circle * nr of traces per shot *
bin size/area of unit cell, or

Foldav ⳱ 2 R/⌬s*NcLc /⌬r*bxby /共⌬cx⌬cy兲,

共3兲

where R is radius of circles, ⌬s is shot increment, Nc is number of cables, Lc is cable length, ⌬r is receiver interval, bx and by are bin dimensions in x and y, and ⌬cx and ⌬cy are the increments 共rolls兲 in x
and y of the circle centers. Note that average fold does not depend on
streamer interval. As an example — similar to base geometry used in
Hill, 2009 — take R ⳱ 5600 m, ⌬s ⳱ 25 m, Nc ⳱ 6, Lc ⳱ 6000 m,
⌬r ⳱ 12.5 m, bx ⳱ by ⳱ 12.5 m, ⌬cx ⳱ 1600 m, and ⌬cy ⳱ 1400 m,
would give Foldav ⳱ 377.
Ross 共2008兲 shows an interesting comparison between typical
offset distributions as in areal WATS and in this circular WATS 共see
Figure 12兲. The areal WATS shows a regular pattern with dense sampling along vertical lines 共the inline direction兲 and coarse sampling
in the crossline direction. The coil shooting also shows clustering
along lines, but now in a large variety of directions. Another essential difference between the two geometries is that in areal WATS,
trace density 共as a function of absolute offset兲 increases with increasing absolute offset, whereas in the coil geometry trace density is constant nearly for the whole offset range as in 2D acquisition. This
shows in Figure 12b as a black area in the center of the plot.
Azimuth clustering is illustrated in Figure 13 for the base geometry of Hill 共2009兲. This geometry has two sources and six streamers
with 100 m separation, and streamer length 6000 m. Figure 13a
shows a fold plot for the nearest offsets; it shows that the circle centers are arranged in a nearly hexagonal pattern. The overlay shows
the huge variation in fold around the average of 377. Figure 13b-d
show fold plots for 2 ⫻ 20° azimuth sectors for the longest offsets.
Opposite azimuths — coming from opposite sides of each sail-line
circle — might overlap completely, partially, or not at all. All three
azimuth/fold plots show overlap 共up to 16 fold兲 and large areas with
zero fold as well. Expected average fold is in the order of 1.4. Smaller circle center intervals and wider swaths would be needed to ensure
complete azimuthal coverage, also for the clustered azimuths parallel to the lines of circle centers as in Figure 13b and c.
In the coil geometry, there is regularity in the receiver sampling
along the streamers, and in the source sampling along the circles.
Also, there is regularity in the positions of the circle centers. Howev-
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Figure 11. Typical fold of coverage with coil geometry 共adapted
from Hill, 2009兲.

180

Figure 12. Spider-plot comparison of offset/azimuth distribution in
one “full-fold” bin between 共a兲 wide azimuth 共WAZ兲 survey and 共b兲
coil shooting survey. Circles represent constant absolute offset, azimuth is specified in degrees 共from Ross, 2008兲.
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shoot with one source only. In that way, crossline interpolation to a
regular midpoint grid would be most successful.
Polar rather than Cartesian coordinates are most suitable for the
second step, because on average each azimuth sector has an equal
number of traces that are distributed regularly as a function of offset.
The minimum requirements for complete interpolation in each bin
depend on the power of the interpolation software, and to some extent on the complexity of the geology, although this latter point is
more of influence in the first regularization step. Some trial and error
is needed to determine the bins of a geometry with the worst-looking
spider plots. If spider plots would look like Figure 12b, then there
should be no problem to regularize. Yet, this figure illustrates clearly
that interpolating the long offsets is the biggest challenge. An alternative approach to regularization might be the 5D interpolation technique proposed by Trad 共2009兲.
To minimize the gaps in azimuth coverage, the swath should be as
wide as possible, and because the streamers have to be close for optimal crossline interpolation, there should be as many streamers as
possible. The systematic gaps in azimuth coverage can be removed

8000 10,000 12,000 14,000 16,00

er, in x and y the shot and receiver coordinates are highly irregular,
and so is the distribution of midpoints. It is not possible to fit circular
rings evenly into a square coordinate system. This looks a bit ominous, but the geometry can be regarded also as a random geometry
or, with the regularities present in the geometry, a pseudorandom geometry. This means that the geometry should be designed as a random geometry.
The main design criteria for random geometry are that the fold
variations should not affect image quality and that illumination is
complete. A practical way to realize these criteria is to design such
that a well-sampled regular geometry can be reconstructed from the
random geometry. In coil geometry, this reconstruction might be carried out in two essential steps, similarly as described in Poole et al.
共2009兲: Interpolate data to a regular grid of midpoints, and then interpolate data in each midpoint to regular polar coordinates.
The first step can be carried out quite easily in the inline direction
of each shot-streamer combination; in the crossline direction this
could be problematic. Therefore, it would be best to tow the streamers sufficiently close to allow accurate crossline interpolation, and
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Figure 13. Fold plots for coil shooting with two sources/six streamers configuration; streamer separation 100 m, radius of circles 5600 m, horizontal separation between circle centers 1600 m, vertical separation between horizontal lines of centers 1400 m. 共a兲 All azimuths for very shortest offsets, generated to show triangular circle-center layout, the overlay shows full fold, 共b兲 azimuths from 80° to 100° and from 260° to 280° for
offsets 5800 to 6000 m, 共c兲 azimuths from 50° to 70° and from 230° to 250° for offsets 5800 to 6000 m, 共d兲 azimuths from 10° to 30° and from
190° to 210° for offsets 5800 to 6000 m.
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by randomizing the locations of the circle centers 共Moldoveanu,
2010兲. Using this approach makes the coil geometry even more like a
random geometry.
At the time of writing, there are not yet any coil surveys that have
been designed according to these criteria. Yet coil shooting looks
like a viable alternative to areal WATS. The technique requires only
one streamer vessel and no separate source vessels, and there is no
time lost on line turns. An extra advantage of the technique might be
the large number of short-offset traces, which might be put to good
use in a high fold near-trace cube.

DISCUSSION
Over the past 10 years the available channel counts have increased dramatically. WesternGeco’s UniQ has as many as 150,000
channels 共WesternGeco, 2009兲. This allows better sampling, and/or
higher fold, and/or more efficient acquisition, the latter especially in
combination with simultaneous shooting as described in Bouska
共2010兲. The questions still are how to deploy all those extra channels
and in what combination with shots?
It is interesting to approach these questions using OVT gathers as
an analysis tool. The hybrid geometry used in Oman’s Petroleum
Development Oman 共PDO兲 共see Table 1兲 produces OVTs with size
50⫻ 200 m. The offset-vector tiles have two samples at 25 m in the
inline direction and four samples at 50 m in the crossline direction.
The asymmetry in the offset-vector tiles is caused by the coarse
crossline sampling. This might be compared with an orthogonal geometry with the same number of shots but arranged in a 25⫻ 100 m
grid. In this grid the vibrators would move orthogonal to the receiver
lines rather than parallel as in the hybrid geometry; this would have
some effect on productivity. The trace density in this alternative geometry is the same, whereas the fold is 1000 in 12.5⫻ 12.5 m bins as
compared to 4000 in the 25⫻ 25 m bins used in the Oman PDO processing 共Wombell et al., 2009兲. The alternative geometry would
have OVTs with dimensions 100⫻ 200 m, whereas the sampling interval in these OVTs would be 12.5⫻ 12.5 m, i.e., symmetric. Thus,
not only the cross-spreads would be sampled in a symmetric grid, but
also the OVTs, whereas the smaller bin size also should lead to better
prestack migration results.
Earlier in this paper I argued that array-based acquisition using
alias-free sampling of the desired wavefield should in most cases be
as good as single-point acquisition. However, there also is the dilemma of choosing between single-sensor acquisition as promoted by
WesternGeco with their Q-Land system or using 3C microelectromechanical system 共MEMS兲 sensors as offered by Ion and Sercel.
There is a remarkable discrepancy between the sampling density
commonly used in Q-Land versus that used in MEMS 3C acquisition. Typically, in Q-Land four sublines are used in each receiver line
with 12.5 m geophone intervals in each subline. Rached et al. 共2009兲
discuss an example of Q-Land data acquisition in Kuwait with 3840
single sensors per 12 km receiver line. On the other hand, Jianming
et al. 共2009兲, describe a 3D/3C MEMS sensor acquisition in Sichuan
Basin, China, with 50-m sensor interval and using only 264 3C sensors per 13.2 km receiver spread. This represents a factor 16 共!兲 difference in sampling density. Of course, there is a large difference in
geophysical problems between the two areas, and 3C sensors might
be more powerful than 1C sensors. See for instance Diallo and Ross,
2009, for very successful single 3C sensor ground-roll removal.
Another main difference is the philosophy. In Q-Land the objective is to sample the vertical wavefield without aliasing, whereas us-

ers of MEMS might aim for a just-right sampling density of the 3C
wavefield 共where I can hardly believe that 50-m sampling is just
right; denser sampling should produce more reliable results兲.
The pseudorandom sampling implied by coil shooting requires
the ability to reconstruct regular geometry. The narrow-azimuth offset distribution corresponding to each shot means that this regular
geometry would be a multiazimuth survey. For instance, it might be
decided to split the azimuth range into nine 20° azimuth sectors.
These sectors should preferably be the same in all bins to avoid spatial discontinuities. This means that the simulated regular geometry
would consist of nine 3D surveys acquired with closely spaced 2D
lines — this is the ideal parallel geometry: repeated 2D lines. From
these interpolated data true COV gathers can be retrieved.
Coil geometry designed and executed according to the requirements for regularization is very expensive. On the other hand, all
other marine streamer acquisition suffers from illumination irregularities resulting from feathering. This applies in particular to the
near offsets acquired with a separate source vessel behind the
streamers. For more regularity, it is necessary to select an overlap between sail lines that is commensurate with the degree of expected
feathering. Further technological developments might make it possible for node acquisition to become the preferred and least expensive solution to acquire high-quality, wide-azimuth 3D marine data.

CONCLUSIONS
3D symmetric sampling prescribes proper sampling of at least
two of the four spatial coordinates. The sparsity — and the periodicity — of a geometry is determined by the sampling of the other two
coordinates. The general applicability of this approach is underlined
by the discussion in this paper. Even the design of coil geometry, a
pseudorandom geometry, can be approached on the basis of the symmetric sampling principle.
Using 3D symmetric sampling allows us to split the acquired data
into well-sampled, single-fold offset-vector tile gathers. The size of
offset-vector tiles is determined by the sparsely sampled spatial coordinates. Offset-vector tile gathers are the nearest to true common
offset-vector gathers that can be assembled in sparse geometries.
They are useful in regularization, velocity determination and azimuthal anisotropy analysis. The smaller the size of the offset-vector
tiles, the better the quality of prestack migration of the seismic data.
The time of array-based acquisition is not over yet, even though
proponents of single-point acquisition might claim it is. In most
practical cases, array-based acquisition can be as good as singlepoint acquisition.
The proliferation of hybrid geometries with three densely sampled spatial coordinates has questionable merit, as in most applications at least two of the densely sampled coordinates are too coarsely
sampled. It is probably better to carry out proper sampling of two of
the spatial coordinates.
In wide acquisition geometries, the sparsity should be the same in
x and in y for optimal results. Wide-azimuth towed streamer acquisition based on parallel geometry does not honor this symmetry requirement; instead, it tends to suffer from cost-cutting strategies.
Zigzag geometry might be an interesting alternative. Coil geometry
is another alternative. In narrow-azimuth marine streamer acquisition, the sparsity is determined by the crossline roll; the negative effects of a large crossline roll can be mitigated by center-spread acquisition.
The best basis for successful noise removal and for high-resolu-
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tion imaging ultimately is 3D symmetric sampling with alias-free
sampling of two of the four spatial coordinates; for the other two coordinates use sampling intervals that are the same and as small as affordable.
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